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Signs, Symptoms and Symbols
is essentially the active termination of a symbolic
transformation ofexperience~ Speaking. is also a symbolic·
transformation of experience. The terminal' symbols of speech
are expressed in words, sentences and paragraphs, the terminal
symbols' of dance ir(.:gesfures, poses and inoVement phrases. .The
terminal symbols of speech are often considered. to be' symbolf,o
in quite different ways from the terminal symbols of dance, and
we will nOW-examine a: f~w' of these difference.s.
.
Danci~g

Both':kindsof . symbolic system, movement 'and' language, . share. the
function of meaning, for that is what any symbolic system is'
about, and meaning is based in. both systems upon.':,abortdition
which is logical, a1 though meaning has' both logical and'
psychological aspects •... Logically . or psychologically, utterances
in either medium, just a~ items of stone or other materials
which~areto have meaning mast,:ln the first plaoe beempldyed
~ signals or symbols,' then they. must be signals .or symbols .!2.
someone ora group of people.
To iilustrate: until the item or theutteran6e· is ;·el'llployed as
a sign ora symbol, it is Nature. vVhen it is thus employed, it
becOllle:s Culture; ... The,itelllhasgo.tto,have,:Uhdergone this kind of
fundamental transformation. The movements we perform in such
fundamental acts as relieving ourselves 9~ ,in ~~ting"dressi~g,
running, etc. are not dance movements,'riot; ihtheft'errrtsof
this argument, are they symbolic, although theyaredefiniteiy
symptomatic and could therefore be calledsi,gnal in tnatthey
may be in.terpreted as signs of various activities, needs,
si tua tions, e tc. Non-dance movemen ts may be syinptomatic of '
physiological or emotional. states or theymay be artificial
Sdcio-cuitui~r s~(spsior etatesof a'ff~iz.s~
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The pr~blem:~vithsYmptOms';s.ignsand symbols for the" anthro-'
poiogistWhen'deallng specificallywithdanc'e or' generallY: w!ith
movement is one, yv:nich. in a larger sense:tl,lrns around the.notion
of 'expression'; a much used, - and misused, word, in relation
to' dance. The word expression points to a concept with' which:
$uzanne Langer has dealt very sensibly: the impol'tantpo,int she
makes is that when we see a dance, what wears seeing is not a
symptom of the dancer's feelings but a symb6iibexpressitinl'better
called exposition) of the composer's or participants' knowledge
about all human feeling. Equally, we may say tha.tlV"lacbeth,for
instance, is not a symptom of the actors' or 'Shakespeare's feelings but a symbolic expression of his andtheir'mowledgeof'
human feelings •
. .• lIances may be symbolic expressions of'divers'e kinds of kho\vledge.
'They need not have' emotions, the term most frequentlyassocia ted
with 'expression I 'iri dance, as the maihaxis' aroundwhibh ..their
subject matter turnf/. A dance may. inyolve emotion but not be
about emotions at all •. Jh.equently, states of greater muscular
tension or increasedsiJeed 6finbvementare wrongly interpreted as
'emotion' of some kind. An outstanding example of an lemotionless' system of movement, that is, one which does not include
any of what we commonly think of as 'emotional expression' at all,
is the ancient Chinese exercise technique Tai-Chi-Chu'uan,
developed in the sixth century A.D. in contrast to the then
prevailing system of movement, nearly universally used in China,

called Shao-Lin. Many.dances from India and .. Africa are more
usefully classi;fied"l!3 hJ.ghly. diflciplined rehearsals of socially
s!3,nctionedand 'correct attitudes. S·t,:i. ·,tl others are o.fa
distinctly hi,storical nature~ All dances, however, convey m~aning,
inclu"ding those which are considered by:some to 'e:X:PI1ess I'pure
beauty' or. to pro.ject. some vague.ly defined·aesthetic·phlogiston.",
Sometimes the. meaning is, banal, trivia,l a,ndsuperficial but this
does, not alter the faot of the symbolically expressive nature·of
the system, nor does it aiterthe,vaLldi:tyor J"ogiQal charact(;1:ioistics of dance gestures. Similarly, the existence of nursery:
rhymes, just-so stories and trashy' novels and comic books in no
way al ters,the unique syntactical or grammatica.:l. qharl3.oterof tb.e
English language or any:other :language.
It is w.orth quoting Mrs: •• LangeratJ,ength ,regarding the concept··
of synibolic .expression in dande becauseher's1.}ccinct statement
helps to clear the notion of so rnany rece:i;yed ideas· about it:
As soon as an e;xpressive acti;s performed without
inner momentary compulsion it is no longer selfexpressive; it is expressive in a logical sense. It
is not a' ~ (underline, supplied) of thE) Elmotions
it conveys;,'but .. a symbol of it ;.instead,of oompleting
the, na tu l;oa 1 history of ,a feeling, it denotes the
feeling, and.may merely bring ,ittomi:p.d,even for
,the actor. '. When an action acquires . such a meaning, "
it becomes a gesture~ ••• l " .
."
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Philosophers tell us that we. can say· at least two things about
sYmbols: we can say that a certain symbol means an object,
concept or idea TO a person or that a,person means an object,
concept or idea BY the symbol.
the first instance, meaning is
treated· ,in a logical sense;" in., the, second" in.a psychological
sense. We can, in view of thi s:distinc tion, say, wi th impunity
that when an Indian .Cianeer assurnesa Kri'$}ma po:;!e' in :the Kathak
idiom; that is, when' the·'right hand is i:r;ta gesture near the
mouth 'holding the flute I and the left is"extended- fully to the
side in the ahamsa position" .,that thisgest1.}re (plus th~ total
bodily.posture) means.thewhble, ta;Le of the timE;) whenKris~
held up a mountain on,his little finger thereby saving the Gopis
from a flood;, tb.a t this total bodily gesture IS a symbol in' the:
logical sense, for it is but one posture employed within the
total idiom which means. :that, story to a ,significant number of.
Indians and. all non-Indians who have studied th,e Kathak idiom.
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Similarly, when .the ,leading dancer· .of . the Ga. Obonu as sllme san.
almost knee'ling p0si tion, befO.re. the GaWJantse at the beginning of
the dance and the Ga:Man.tse' the.il raises. his right· arm lin, a
certain gesture, the. se gestures mean,respectiYely, the questions,
'May we' dance?' BJ;ld,the respondingaffir~a tive. answer." Another
gesture or no .gesture on the part of t.he Ga,:Mantsein this
situation would m,ean that the dance would not proceed; that only
the drums would continue. No doubt most. ~nthropolog,ists are
familiar wi th ~imilar uses of gesturE;) i:~r oth.er. par,t,s;;of t~e world,
among the NavaJo,2 the MOhave,3 the Bahnese,4·AngJ,o ...AlllerJ.oan
speaking peoples,5 the ,Po'les 6 and' others •. :It .would merely ;b~ .
tedious to summarize or re-state all of the ethnographic evidence
:which supports the thesis ,of the logical characte,ristics of
gesture and hence,mU'ch of darlce movement.
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Then why dwell upon the point? When we regard gesture in this
way, we are looking at it :in a logical, near-discur.sive f'2l1.S,; and
few would deny the disti:nction or the supporting evidence. iNhen,
however,we lapse (as so frequently happens) into talking about
what thevdancer·lIlaybe feeling or what',(liis private meaning truiy be
fOIl the'gesture,when, in other' w6rlis,' we' focus·'rto,t upon the ,,"
symbol out' tiponjthe' actor, 11IIeare'in dangerous territory' indeeq..'
neis 'commonly accepted among 'danoers that little orn'd 'persomil
feeling oremation,is expe'riencedwhile they are dancing in, any
.. '.
case~, '

Many, 'a1 thdugh' by

no 'means all, :ofthe '.ways in which dance has
been accounted for by anthropologiists, aes,thetic'ians"·psycholo-r
gists and even dancers themselves are couched in sUch subjective
terms. • If such subjective' terms :rare not·u sed, then 'dance· is,
treated, even bysemiologists,asprimarily symptomatic·or signal
rather than 'symbolic, 'which only oomp011nds ;·the confusion. Yet
both logical and psychological descriptions are related, but only
if we view meaning, 'as Mrs. Langer SO rightly argues, as a '
function of' our ternrs and not as a property of them. '

The distinct:l.on'between signs 'and symbols is 'of paramount
importancethen,if, out· aim is' to discover the :foundation :of the
relation between dartce or movement and society~ 'It.is indispensable if we are to disent angle ,movement ..which-is-dance from other
movement ,phenomena.'" For those who might ,find'sucha distinction
arbitrary or over-scrupulous, considel'ing, tha t these words; 'sign'
and I symbol , are commonly used terms, it may be useful to look upon
the following material as, operational definitions. This makes it'
possible:to withold jUdgment'asto:the value of theexercise1uritil
a later stage 'of the inquiry._'
A sign, thusOperationaliliy defined,indicates theexistenee; . past,
present or fut~l'e, .of a' thing;, event,' or condition, - ... - wet streets,
the sound. of' hail on a roof , stnoke,dawn, ,the· presence of palm
trees iilstead of pine ,. spruce or-tamara:ck;, etc. These are natural
signs.·On,the oither hand,apersori squatting by the, roadside
in Africa is' a socio..;.cul tural" sign, perhaps. of weariness, . perhaps
that he is def'lcating, or, in combination wi ttother objects, "
that he is selling cigarettes. Following l\II:i's •. Langer, I also
take I sign I to mean a symptom. of a state, ofaff.airs.
The logical relationship between a sign atJ.dits object, she
tells us; ,is simple; they are associated ih'such a' way that they
form a pair and they stand in a one to one relationship or
correlation •. One o·f.theexamplesshe~gives isirtteresting: a·
white mark on aperson 1 s'a1'IIl'as simple. data. is, not very·interest-,
ing but that data' 'in relation to thepB'st:, . which di,scursively
tags i taa a scar, is, interesting. A white mark on, a person I,S
arm, to an anthropologist"niight include the simple' data she
mentions plus other much wider, more complex connotations : a
white mark on the arm ofanAfrican,forexainple t would not in .
the first plaoebe a scar,' but might indicate some speciaL inner' '
state or aondi tionwhich H( turn would be connected with a 80cioreligioussta-tus of some kind' such that,' as a,sign,; we might more
usefully-think ofi tlike abiifdge or emblelllof some sort, rather
than as a sign ofa past event in the personalhiistory of the
individual.
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Train whistl,es,black arm bands, traffic lights, the' s.treaks of
qhi te olay mentioned above, . in contrast to the natural signs
previously mentioned, are not natural: they are artificial
socio-cultural· signs. They are not necessarily nor even usually
a part of the event or oondition they signify although the logioal
relation is still one to one. A symbol has a more complex frame
of reference. Langer says. tha t
Symbols are not proxy for their objeots,. but are
vehicles for the conception of objeots.1.
There' are three ,not two terms involved. 1£ cQnoeiye a. thing or,
a situation or a coemos, a '1'ole' or a 'status' is not, the same.
thing as to react towards i t overtly or to merely rloticei ts
presence. ranger says that words normally evoke.behaviOur·
towards conceptions. Movement symbols also evoke behaviour towards conceptions, especially outside of Europe,. England. and
North Ameri.ca. It see~s neoessary to make a distinction;between,
for example, 1\.frioa or India and the '''fest in this ,conneotion, not
l;lecause many westerners do pot pe,rceive wha·t we know as 'artistic
symbols' in this way, but because in general, our societies have
become so specialized and our artists are in such ,distinct and
usually rela tively marginal soqial. categories that. we have·
minimized or reduced our awareness, of, these facts.. We are not a
'people-wbo-dance'andtherein,' perhaps, liesIIluc~,of the
difficulty in communication between the minority group of
specialists who do and the vast majority who do not .•
,

.'.
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Tentatively, we might assume that culturally organized form,
whether idioms of danoe, paintings, SCUlptures, drumming, etc. are
ways of abstracting and/or conoeptualizing, which is what I
.
believe we may take Levi-Strauss to mean when· he speaks about the
face painting designs among the Caduveo. For purposes ,of
clarity in relation to gesture, we might keep the following
illustration in mind as a kind of 'shorthand notion' of some of
the major differences' between symptoms, signs arid symbols
relating to movement which have so far been indicated: . a: thumb'
in a baby's mouth may be symptomatic of an inner condition.of
hunger or a sign of some physiological or biological condition
for which sucking is a necessar,y accompaniment •. A thumb in an
adult's mouth may be a symptom of regressive.behaviour. Athumbnail' flicked against the' teeth. in ;Italy (or a thumb pulled qui~ckly'
out of a sucldng position in the mouth in Milwaukee., Wisconsin)
isa socio-cultural sign of abuse and may lead to a fight. The
baby's thumb suckirlg is 'a na ttira 1 :sign 'which is perhaps symptomatic,
the adult's thumb-sucking' is clearly symptomatic and the Italian's
thumb gesture isa socio~culturalsign of impendirigviolence.
A dancer whoamploys' the Italian gesture .of abuse in a danc~ is"
not 1) completing the natural history. of his feelings, as is the,
man-in~the".street whodoes.it.and 2) he is not making the gesture
under the stress of moment:ary'~innercompulsion.·He is making the
gesture because it has been employed as a symbol in the.dance to
convey a conception about v:iolence, perbaps, or a concept of ,an
abusive person or group of. people. or something of that nature.
Peter Janiero's masterful ha.ndling of movements and· gesture for
the Puerto Ricans in ~ ~ stog is an excellent example of
what is meant •. In a dance, the gestures become vehicles for the
oonceptions of people, objects, attitudes or situations. Exactly
the same things could be said of the rude or abusive gestures which

I'

are incorporated into the mode-ruGa-dance··· Ji{pa~o-",,~..t.hese· .
gesture$, which out of context of the dance might invite ':r:rnmsd:iat.9 __
. and perhaps violent respons8sd.o ~ot do so in the context of the
('tance.
Nothing has been said so far about the real differences inherent.
in the techniques involved in various kinds of systems of
symbolization. For the moment, it will suffice to mention the
major differen'ce between discursive and non... discursive symbolic
systems. Mrs. Langer sums i t up neatly in one sentence I .
We cannottal,k insimultaneoU'sbunohes of names.
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She illustrates this proposition vd th. the contrasting images of·'
the layers' of 'clothing which we wear every-day hanging side by
side 'on a:clothes line. Non-discursive symbolic systems deal'·.
with symbols which have the quality ofsimul taniety; . musical
chords, paintings, Gri!sser' s sculptures of NiOrrisidanoers,
the list is nearly endless. Like these,.the dance gesture or·
symbol has diverse meanings, multiple 'simultaneous impacts on
many levels.:The movement symbol, in other ,words, is semantically
very derise indeed"hence the dancer's traditicnal dissatisfaction
with words', which often seem so tedious largely be.cause· of .their
linear quality. Words seem to' lack the specifici ty too t .gesture
has to the dancer. While it is true that degrees of emotion, for
example, can be indicated verbally, they can' never be denoted··
with the degree ,of sophistication and refinement which cart occur
in a dance. On the other hand, a choreographer is wise not to
create a dance work in which the plot or the meaning of ,the
piece hangs upon the fact that one of the characters is Bomeonets
sister-in-law, unless his idiom provides specific conventional
gesturesha'ITingthat kind of referential value, or unless he
includes paragra:phsofprogramrtotes which I explain 'suchaplot.
The over-riding difficulty, the big problem which ':Mrs. Langer
posed, and in my vieW' answered, once 'and for all, is the one which
Nelson Go 0 dman calls
·~.thedomineering

the emotive. 9

dichotomy between the cognitive and

.

tOn the one:side',he says, 'we put sensation, inference, conjecture, all'nerveless inspection and investigation, fact and
truth; on'the other, pleasure, . pain, interest, satisfaction,
disapPoiritment,·all brainless affective response, liking and
loathing. I
Both philosophers whom I invoke have recognized this problem and
to them in particular and·to philosophers in general whatfolloVls
may appear to be a revival of e~austed argt,lmentsbut 'what may be·
an exhausted· argument··in formal. philos9Pll.y 'still seems to have
strong currency as an argument in other disciplines: to the
ext~nt that a brief re-examinationof;some of these para ...
digmati(Y problems maybe jus'tified.Forit·-would seem,that
many of 'the explal)ations of dance, theories about q,ance and
defini tions of dance are, after all, only ba sed upon' an a priori
aS8umptiol,! of this· diohotomy,whicn,ir;t,!;heend does;involvethe .'
logiCians !3.nd philosophers who have investigated the limits of ':
language.
'
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Nothing that is not 'language' in tr..e sense of their technical
defi~itions can possess the cnaracterofsymbolic expressiveness,
coniJr.ary· to eV'erything·yvhich hr!.sso far .been stated in this .• ;
argUment, though they will grant non-discursive symbolization
'expressiveness' in a symptomatic way. We get the picture from
this, as La:nger says,that o-qtoidetheir definitionaldomain,
their tiny 'gra1im)ar~bound island 1 'as she calls it, J.:s the·
lne:x:pressible .realm of feeling,' ·ofim.mediate experienoe.,sub,j ec tivi ty and sa tisiac ti onsforever incommunicado and dincognito.
l'he ea:rIierWittgenstein called,. it '.This logical"beyond;.the
unspeakable.' Russell and Carnap, as she points out, regard this
as the sphere ofimbjective experience,emotion, feeling and wish
from which only ~Ptoms come to us in the fOl:m of, metaphysical .
and artistic £an;es !. Moreover,they ·relegated the study of:suoh
products to ,psychology; . the discipline which purports to'deaT
with the inner machinations of ino.iv-iduals. ' The.dance, .one 'of;
the most 'unspeakable' of all the arts, ranks high in this realin
of the logical beyond.
In all fairness.t because the argument may now seem to tend towards
being a.polemic against philosophers, which is certainly not
inten9;eo., it must be said thatno·modern. philosopher. w"ould agree,
for example, w'ithGartesian divisiop,s betwee~ mind and body and
tha t: they would,; in general, be ?gainst the kinds of.emotivecogni tivedistinctiorts. which he made •. While i t i-strue ,ashas
been: mentioned. before, that certain forms of posi tivismhave .been
rejected within :the di.scipline of modern philoaophyduring thepa·st
fifteen or twenty years,· :some· of these arguments· still have strong
curre~cyin other disciplines, including SocialAnthropology,,,,;'"
not totally without reason perhaps.' Artists are traditionally'
lazy intellectu'ally and they often seem to gain thei'r sense of.
individual and social power from capitalizing .upon , the mystery .and
obscuri tywith which their society: surrourtdstheifr. a:ctivities.
They respond very humanly and. perf~ctly understandably, to theft! .
marginal sociaLandacademic'categorization with further withdrawal.
On the other hand, the 'domineering dichotomy' of intellect vs.
emotion has a long in.tellectual history in the Anglo':'American·',
philosophica~' and academic tradition ~hichisvsnerablean.d
hoary with age. It is a very deeply entrenched notion,even if'
some people do think it is dead wrbng.
Probably the most damaging features about this positivistic sort
of dichotomy,fcr non-discursave artists and any possible contribution
which they;might have to make to the general fund'of human knowledge are tl).etwo basic assumptions which lie behind the ,".
contentions dfthe philoso,Phers about whom' Ienger. speaks.' .
Interestingly,these contentions are not 'so different ,from the:
oneswhiohseem to lie between . the more ·recent 'fact-value.'.'
distincti.ons~ "whioh fo~nd their, parenthood inthe~ Humean; 'oughtis' distinction.' The 'similarity ·lies in .thefact. thataU these
kinds of dichotomie,s ,seem' to pe'at:tempts to unde.zrnii'l.e" the
.
objectivit;y-of art. and ofnon;..discursivesymbolsystems, not to
mention ethics and morals.
..
....
"
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The contentions which lie behind such distinctions seem to be that
1) language is the on~y means of a~tic~lating thought'and 2) that
everything which i~ not speakable 'thought is feeling •• Langu!3-ge.,
accordirig .to the philosophers Langer mentions, is the iimi t ,of the
expressive symbolic medium and therefore, the limit.of our
conceptual power. Beyond this, we can have only inart1cula'ti.e ..
feeling which neither conveys nor records any thing, out which has
to be, rather compulsively apparently, discharged in actions,
'self-expression' or some kind of impulsive demonstrations. In
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the light of these contentions., dancers,. all,~artists, and."
'primitives' of: all sorts are people who have to express them..,.
selves, preferably- publicly,'whBther for theedification of"or
to the 'profound di smay of, -;.- 'a.thers.
These .contentions and the axiomatic assumptions upon which they ,
are based provide the modern anthropologist with very. little in
the way of conceptual tools with which ,to deal with -tq.e.,seve.ral
non..d:iscursive ,symbolic' systems which he encounters everyday in
the field,'or, for that matter,' those which he encounters a't
hcmie. It becomes abundantly clear, if· one reviews the 'defini tional
problems. connected with·danceand·examinessev:eralnaive,
unsophisticated theories which havebeend~ve1.Qped ir).. '\t!;l.rious
disciplines about dance,:thatall of these problems'and,the'ories
are perhaps the· ine1ti table produ,cts ;of methodology, models' and .
atti tudeswhi6h reflect the narrowness of the traditional
philosophical paradigmitself~
... :
That language has a privileged position and will continue to hold
that position among human . symbolic systems is an as ser:ti on . that
few would deny. To questfon the assertion does not necessarily
me.anthatultimately we wou1:dreject.it, to quastion it merely
means that we might enrich our ideas of the nature: of· its
companion ·systems. Roland Barthes, forexample,seeIlls to feel
that.languageis privileged because'of its uniV'Eirsality,lO although
upon reflection, we realize that ,speaking is not III ore universal
;than moving. Perhaps 'we think, that lahguage :1s priV':ile~gedbecause
it has been wri tten.Becauseof written language 'We: can .
categorize ourselves as 'literate'; ,we become viri ters instead'
of just speakers. This seems to mean that we can in some way'
confirm or affirm our .existence in the .past or the future or .
that 'W'6,are then:'c,ivilized' where before we wrote, we' were"riot,
or something of that kind. Dance, we say, is no longer an .
1 illiterate art' :becausenotation systems have,since the time
·of . Laban, been devised which are now universally used.
,

i
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Certainly, mos,t :socialanthropologists, as well as 'nianymoderri
philosophers and llngufsts'Would agree that· there are grounds for
reasonable doubt that spoken language is the only means of
articulating thought or that ,it represents the limits of human
conceptualizing power.
'To conclude: . we must. summarize the d:Ls·tinctionso far made' .
between' sign, symbol and symptom. On abas:Ls of this distinction
we must then distinguish two kinds of intention which are"
involved in movements, actions and dances~ . :Expressive gestures
or actionscaribe either signalar symbolic.' They 'are signal
when theydomplete.the natural history of feelings and,symbolic
when they are· performed wi thoutinner momentary compulsion; i.'e.
when they denote feelings,emoti·ons., ideas, situations, eta., .
even for the actor.' Q.u i te.simply; symbols are taken to 'be'
characters which bestow conceptualidenti ty upon an event, . object,
si tuation or group of people and signs are, :characters which, do .
not bestow conceptual identity. I belieV'etha t deSassure meant
something :verysimilar when he made ,a distinction between signs
arid symbols as well. Gesture 'Or action which is signal :mayralso
besymptomatic,oritheonehandof· ,inner states or condi tirinS,
which is to look at them in a purely psychological.sense, or they'
may be symptomatic 'of "states ot'affairs, which is to .l:ook a·tthem
as soo:to-cultural. signs.
".-. ~

.'.
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Our essential distinction; that bet'.veen signs and symbols, seems
to lead in the direction of being able to postulate both privnta
and public inter.,tions in relation to the 'language' of movement .•
To pursue this line of thought points towards what modern
philosophers, including the later Wittgenstein, would postulate
about spoken language; that language has agreed public meanings
and interpretations which are often distinct from private
interpretations or meanings., de Sassure went a little, further,
perhaps, when he said that all means of expression are pased on
collectively agreed UpOL1 interpretations,by which he meant
conventions, and he said that it was the conventional rules, not
the intrinsic'value of the signs" symbols or charapt~rs of what~
ever sort that obliges us' to use them. ·,Indancerly terms ,what this
means is that it is not possible to create a dance which anyone
is going to understand if, for example, the dance is about God
, and all the gestures are towards 'the ground.
Modern philosophers argue that language has the characte:r±stic of"
publicity because people do intend to communicate something when
they use language. !tis important to note, in connection with
this point, tha ti contrary to Prof ~, Strav;.l;3on ',s recent c1:'i ticism
of Noam Chomsky, 1 the latter do'es take account of the intentions
of native speakers of' the language because he presupposes that
people intend to communicate something by virtue of this system
of sounds. This public character of spoken language is, by
definition, oonventional.
If we are to look upon the dance, even partially, as having the
characteristics of a language, then we must grant that it also
has characteristics of publicity and I would submit the
ethnographic evidence already cited to support this claim.
Private gesture languages; like private verbal languages are
largely irrelevant to the social anthropologist, although they
may be of paramount importance to the psychologist or to the
medical doctor. And this does not mean a commitment to the
position that the artist, who is often conceptualizing ahead of
his time or in a manner similar to the Buryat shamans described
by Humphries,12 is expressing a 'private language' and that his
insights and aotivities, are therefore to be discredited. To
speak of the public and 'private' intentions of discursive or
non-discursive symbol systems, does not mean that only the
artist or the shaman will, understand. We do not involve the
artist or the shaman in this kind of private fallacy. Any
language is, as everyone knows, open-ended., We are always
involved in the tension between the prevailing cultural canon
and current innovation which is "based upon these canons. Real
innovators are those whooan functionwi thin the canons and then
take us beyond. The reference here is to artists like Picasso,
whos,e innovations were in part, surely, a:cc'epted because he
could paint, supremely well within the fra!Ilework of the prevailing
academic canon of his time. He didn't paint as he did beoause '
he couldn't paint representationally, but because he could and
moreover, could then lead us beyond that.
Signs and symbols both indicate intention; what is important in
considering symbolic systeI!lS, Qf danoe.s, is whether or not the
. emphasis is upon the subjects and, the inner states' of the
subjects or whether the emphasis' is up on the publicly agreed
upon interpretations of the signs and symbols. That is to
say, ,ije must empha:sizewha1( the symbols mean toagiven people.
Vie need to be very uareful thet we do not impose technical terms
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onto their symbolic systems which' distort their publicly agT'89d
interpretations of phenomd!18.? i.e.? calling a trance state an
hysterical fit and things of that kind.
It will be clear by now that the discussion has so far been
chiefly on a" syntagmatic level ,but dance. moyements are symbolic
both as, 'wtterances' and asa total appa:ri ti.on. We hav.eso far
not discussed danc~ on a paradigmatic level. ?re might: ask, at
-:;hi8 stage of the inquiry,· are we to understarid. then, that every
movement 'in a dance has thE) ldnds of referentia:lmeaniings
attached to them as does. deaf...dumb language? Is dance ,to be
understood in exactly the,/3arne·way.as spoken langyage,the only
difference being that it, is mute ?The answer is, of 9ourse, no~,
We. can' only understand from the exposition thus far. that dance
moyementshave 199ical ap.d denotative. a,spects wh:ich make.the
tota~systempotentiallya symbolically expref\lsive one and that
we distort matters severely if we oonfuse movement wpich is
symbolic with that which is. signal or sym}?tQma tic.

Drid Williams.
This article is a trUnOated version of some of' the prelimina.ry
research ma.terial for a thesis enh'tl~'d • SO?ial Anthropology and
Dance' .'
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